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【 Outline of survey 】

Molecules and atoms have sizes from 0.1 nm to a few tens of nm. In such a small scale, there

appear peculiar phenomena, which are uncommon in our macroscopic world. The aim of nano

technology is to utilize such phenomena in ultra-high-performance microelectronics and in medicine

based on genetic diagnosis. The characterization of nano objects, such as an individual molecule, is

extremely difficult because they are too small to be visualized by optical microscopes and to be

handled by tweezers. In this research project, we will develop micromachined silicon tweezers to

handle a molecule directly; the molecule will be visualized in special microscopes to facilitate handling

capability and to characterize it in detail. We name the measurement apparatus as “ nano hand-eye

system ”. Micromachined tweezers are less than 1 mm in length and have atomically sharp tips. In our

previous work, the tweezers captured DNA molecules from water and applied force to pull or bend

molecules; those processes were observed by fluorescent and electron microscopes. We will improve

the system to widen the variety of objects and measurement capabilities (electrical measurement

and/or mechanical measurement).

【 Expected results 】

The nano hand-eye system enables the multi-degree-of-freedom manipulation of nano objects and

their multi-parameter characterization as well as visualization. Thus, it will contribute to the further

development of nano and bio technologies. For example, DNA molecules carrying the genetic

information are supposed to determine a person ’ s susceptibility of a disease or of a side effect of a

medicine. The understanding of such influence of genetic difference needs the knowledge of molecular

interactions between DNA and other molecules as well as DNA sequences. The system developed in

the project is capable of capturing a DNA molecule and visualize other molecules attached to it; this

leads to the better understanding of the mechanism of living systems and to advance the future

medicine.
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